
 

1987 was a good year for Namco.  They intro-
duced multi cabinet link games on their F1 

racer, Final Lap. Machines came in two-
screen units.  Four units could be 
linked together to give Eight play-
ers: A first for racing games 
(single screen indy 800 aside). 
 
NOT just another F1 game, this 
game represents a milestone in 
arcade games, for being years 
ahead of others in terms of play-
ability, car control, driving realism 
and freedom of movement.  Sprite 
racing never really made advance-
ment beyond this game, despite be-
ing developed well into the mid-
nineties.  This game sold well and 
where there was Out Run, there was 
Final Lap.  This success was in sharp 

contrast to the Namco’s pioneering 
Polygon game Drivers’ eyes. 

 
Whether Final lap 1, 2 or 3, little changed but The Final Lap series 
remained the only choice for multiplayer driving games, until 
1992 when Sega’s Virtua Racing appeared.  Fifteen years later 
(2003), Final Lap could still be played as link-up at the Blackpool 
‘Golden Mile’.   
 
 
 
 

1987 saw the arrival of an arcade racer technically light years away from anything 
on the home format at the time.  Road Blasters from Atari was in some ways 
graphically superior even to Out Run.  The ride-in semi-enclosed cabinet with 
‘futuristic’ half-cut wheel allowed you to race and shoot at the oncoming vehicles.  
Triggers on the wheel made me think I had control of the eighties classic car, Kitt 
from Knight Rider—it had me consumed, if not the rest of the world.  I would hunt 
this down in every arcade I visited, waiting for the Out Run queue to dissipate. 
 
With reasonable graphics (a Motorola 68010) and three audio chips, this game 
moved very fast and smooth.  Resolution and colour was at least equal in quality to 
Out Run though animations lessor so.  It never reached the dizzying popularity of 
Out Run  because it didn’t have the new hydraulics Sega did.  Road Blasters offered 
a difficult but furiously addictive gaming experience, enhanced by the ability to 
shoot as well as race. 

Since 1986, red was very vogue 


